Gone with the Wind
by Harth, Winter MW
Solvers are to fix thirteen incorrect
clues, transform ten answers so they will
fit in the diagram, and discover a fiveword sentence about Gone with the
Wind. In each instance, they should let
something “go with the wind”.
Four diagram entries are capitalized. All
but two are 10C.

Across
1. Systems’ center to pull back person in charge
5. When codependent catches, substitute pitcher
10. Strict adherence to convention could be unpolitic
12. Native Charmaine’s cooking a peach
13. Horrified and upset at gash
14. Teen playing lute captivates lady
16. 60’s icon: “Route Sixty-Six, from the get-go,
rocks!”
18. One lantern, smashed inside
19. Impatiently, gender energy infiltrates before
its time
23. More metallic nitrogen breaks inertia
25. Screech from lunatic: “Ivan, too?”
28. Pass broken tray of food
29. Translate article before returning to city
30. Sponge openings with liquid? This could be
callous [NI3 form of 10C word]
31. Tiresome addition gets attention
32. Fixes bullfight with general intermission
33. Sodden sailor circumnavigates port
34. Ben Casey nearly ruined for not being there

Down
1. Part of church team initially ran second with
record time
2. Queer gay, alone in resemblance
3 stirred solvent
4. Engine’s side rebuilt by Martin
6. Horsemen heard in dark times
7. Man in center: New Testament is consistent
8. Fool is in tune, out of tune, almost failing...
helpless?
9. Headless swarmy swallows
11. After question and answer, pitch for country
15. Town-recommended barbarian invaded U.S.
17. An escort, wild about upper class!
20. Bad person is self-satisfied and sick inside
21. Roared and resounded during reactionary
age
22. Sneaks up, doing nothing, in Social Security
24. Hint: sores around openings
26. Brash Arachne’s not sane
27. Cubic meter of trees, in a pile [NI3]
28. Hot dog turnovers, unfinished, for eating
elsewhere (two words)

